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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Kalbar Operations Pty Ltd (“Kalbar”) proposes to develop part of the Glenaladale deposit 

located approximately 20 km west of Bairnsdale in East Gippsland Shire, 250 km east of 

Melbourne. This report is the Land Use and Planning Impact Assessment for the Environment 

Effects Statement for the Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project (“the project”). The project 

represents the first phase of mineral sands production (about 20 years) from the Glenaladale 

deposit. 

Section 1 of the report describes the structure of this report. 

Section 2 of the report provides an overview of the project including a description of the 

project area and the land uses that occur within it. The project area is an irregularly shaped 

area comprising 1,675 ha located on both sides of Bairnsdale-Dargo Road. Land uses 

predominantly include dryland agriculture and timber plantations. 

Section 3 of the report describes the planning controls under the East Gippsland Planning 

Scheme that apply to the project area. Mining is exempt from planning scheme requirements 

where a mining licence exists and an Environment Effects Statement has been satisfactorily 

completed. Nevertheless, the planning controls that exist in the project area are described. 

Various activities are proposed outside the mining licence area and to facilitate these a 

separate planning scheme amendment is proposed. 

Section 4 of the report describes the planning policies identified in the planning policy 

frameworks of the East Gippsland Planning Scheme. Mining is supported under the planning 

policy frameworks because of the economic benefits that arise from it. 

Section 5 of the report reviews other relevant planning strategies (outside of the East 

Gippsland Planning Scheme), namely the Gippsland Regional Growth Plan and the Gippsland 

Regional Plan 2015-2020. Both plans identify the importance of agriculture (including 

forestry) and earth resources to the rural economy of East Gippsland. 

Section 6 of the report provides the land use and planning impact assessment of the project. 

This section assesses the potential for loss of land use and incompatibilities with surrounding 

land use. Also assessed is the consistency of the project with planning policies and potential 

agglomeration impacts.  

Section 7 outlines the conclusions of this report, which are: 

 The project is exempt from planning approvals under planning schemes within the 

mining licence boundary in lieu of the Environment Effects Statement process as set out 

under the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990. 

 State and local planning policies encourage the extraction of mineral resources. Both 

policies seek to ensure it is undertaken sensitively, responsibly and in accordance with 

acceptable environmental standards. 

 The project area is remote from urban settlements with very few individual houses within 

and in the environs of the project area. Kalbar has agreements to purchase or has 

purchased the three houses and adjoining properties inside the project area. 
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 The project is not expected to lead to inappropriate land use conflicts. 

 The project is unlikely to attract other new industries or commercial uses to the 

immediate environs of the project area. 

 With one exception, the project is consistent with planning policy. The exception relates 

to protection of agricultural land. There will be a temporary loss of agricultural 

production during the operation of the mine but no permanent loss. The total area 

available for agriculture will generally be maintained. The economic benefit derived from 

the proposed mineral sands project will offset the temporary loss of productive land 

withdrawn from agricultural production. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

Kalbar Operations Pty Ltd (“Kalbar”) proposes to develop part of the Glenaladale deposit 

located approximately 20 km west of Bairnsdale in East Gippsland Shire, 250 km east of 

Melbourne. Kalbar plans to recover heavy minerals as concentrate to produce a variety of 

products including zircon, rutile, ilmenite and rare-earth bearing minerals (monazite and 

xenotime). The 20-year mine life includes approximately two years for construction and 

commissioning, 15 years of production at full capacity and decommissioning and 

rehabilitation activities. Final closure may require an additional five years of management to 

ensure closure objectives are met. 

Matrix Planning Australia Pty Ltd (“Matrix Planning”) was engaged by Coffey Services 

Australia Pty Ltd and Kalbar to conduct the land use and planning impact assessment for the 

Environment Effects Statement (EES) for the project. 

The objectives of the land use and planning impact assessment are to: 

 Define the criteria relevant to the study including legislation, standards and guidelines; 

 Describe the study methods; 

 Characterise the existing environment relevant to planning and land use issues; 

 Identify key potential issues/impacts and assess the significance of impacts; 

 Propose avoidance, mitigation and management measures to reduce the significance of 

impacts. 

Sections 2-5 of this report describe the site and its environs, the planning controls and 

policies under the East Gippsland Planning Scheme and other background planning strategies 

as required under the scoping requirements for the EES. 

Section 2 provides an overview of the project area and its environs. 

The planning legislation, including the relationship between the Mineral Resources 

(Sustainable Development) Act 1990, the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the East 

Gippsland Planning Scheme, is described in Section 3. 

The planning controls that apply to the land are also described in Section 3. Although the 

proposal within the proposed mining licence area is exempt from the need for planning 

permission, the planning controls help identify some of the relevant issues that need to be 

addressed as part of the EES.  In addition, various activities are proposed outside the mining 

licence area and a separate planning scheme amendment is proposed to facilitate these. 

Section 4 outlines the planning policy context. Again, whilst the proposal within the mining 

licence area is exempt from the need for planning permission and hence the application of 

the planning scheme policies is not triggered, the planning scheme policies help identify 

some of the relevant issues that need to be addressed as part of the EES. 
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Section 5 describes other relevant planning strategy documents and other legislative 

requirements relating to land use. 

An assessment of the land use and planning issues arising from development of the project 

is provided in Section 6. 

1.2 METHODOLOGY 

The Scoping Requirements objective for land use under the Fingerboards EES is “To minimise 

potential adverse … land use effects, including on, agriculture (such as dairy irrigated 

horticulture and grazing), forestry, tourism industries and transport infrastructure”. 

Preparation of this land use and planning impact assessment has involved: 

 Desk-top review of the most recently available aerial photography, cadastral and 

topographic information of the project area and its surrounds; 

 Inspection and photography of the project area and its surrounds in May 2017. An 

attempt was made to view all of the project area from the public domain (principally road 

reserves), which was facilitated by the flat and open landscape character of most of the 

project area. To ensure a comprehensive impact assessment, a large number of 

photographs was taken. Whilst this results in repetition of similar land use typologies, 

predominantly cleared areas used for dryland farming, it is estimated that some 80-90% 

of the properties in the project area are depicted in the photographs in Section 2.2.2 of 

this report. 

The purpose of this report is to comment on land use and not visual impact of the 

proposed mining activities. Visual impacts have been assessed in another study prepared 

for the EES (Urbis 2020). Therefore, photographic technology has been used in most 

cases to capture an almost 180° panorama in the field of view. However, the panorama 

is compressed particularly towards the middle of the photo giving rise to a “fish-eye” 

effect. Therefore, roads and fences will appear as curved towards the centre of the 

photograph when in fact they are straight. 

 Review of relevant legislation and planning controls that apply to the project area and 

nearby areas; 

 Review of relevant background strategic planning reports;  

 Discussions with relevant town planning staff from the East Gippsland Shire Council; and 

 Undertaking an analysis of the potential impacts on land use as a result of the project. 
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2 THE PROJECT AND THE PROJECT AREA 

2.1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

2.1.1 Introduction 

The Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project (the project) is located in East Gippsland, Victoria 

and involves mining of mineral sands from the Fingerboards resource, which lies within the 

more extensive Glenaladale deposit. Kalbar Operations Limited (“Kalbar”) proposes to mine 

areas of enriched grades of mineral sands occurring close to the ground surface within the 

project area. Kalbar proposes to construct, operate, rehabilitate and (ultimately) close the 

mineral sands mine and associated infrastructure that form the project. 

The Glenaladale mineral sands deposit occurs within unconsolidated sediments and contains 

heavy minerals such as zircon, rutile, ilmenite and rare-earth minerals (monazite and 

xenotime). The proposed project area is approximately 1,675 hectares (ha), of which about 

1,350 ha is proposed to be directly disturbed by mining and infrastructure over the life of the 

project. 

The mineral resource estimate for the Fingerboards resource contains 1.19 billion tonnes (Bt) 

of ore at 0.5% zircon, 1.4% titanium minerals and 0.05% rare-earth minerals. Kalbar plans to 

produce eight million tonnes (Mt) of magnetic and non-magnetic heavy mineral concentrate 

(HMC) from 170 Mt of ore for up to 20 years. The mine life includes approximately two years 

for construction and commissioning and 15 years of production at full capacity (12 Mt/year) 

followed by closure activities (decommissioning, rehabilitation and post-closure). Final 

closure may require an additional five years of management.  

Map 1 shows the general arrangement for the proposed mine and associated infrastructure. 

2.1.2 Mining and Mineral Processing 

Mining is proposed to be a 24-hour, 365 days-a-year operations, using conventional 

earthmoving machinery, conveying systems, and a dry, strip mining method.  

The ore will be sent to two mining unit plants (MUPs), mixed with water to form a slurry, and 

pumped to a wet concentrator plant (WCP). At the WCP, the slurry will undergo initial 

processing to produce HMC and non-economic mineral sands tailings. The HMC will then be 

separated using wet high intensity magnets to produce magnetic and non magnetic 

concentrates. The concentrates will be exported for further processing in mineral separation 

plants in Asia into commercial products such as zircon and rutile. The concentrates will be 

stockpiled at a loading facility adjacent to the WCP before being transported via road, rail or 

a combination of both to Port Anthony, Barry Beach Marine Terminal or the Port of 

Melbourne. 
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Map 1: General arrangement layout of the site 
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Mine voids will be progressively backfilled with tailings and covered with overburden 

(including manufactured topsoil).  Progressive rehabilitation behind the active mining areas 

will result in a maximum area of disturbance of approximately 360 ha at any one time with a 

maximum depth of approximately 45m. 

2.1.3 Transportation 

The new rail bridge over the Avon River at Stratford is due to be completed in 2021, prior to 

commencing transport of HMC from the project. Kalbar’s preferred transport option is to 

build a purpose-built rail siding close to the project area at Fernbank East and to use a private 

haulage road within the infrastructure corridor to access this siding from the project area. 

The alternative to a nearby purpose-built rail siding would be to upgrade the existing rail 

siding in Bairnsdale. This option would involve haulage of HMC via Bairnsdale-Dargo Road 

and Lindenow-Glenaladale Road to the Princes Highway and then to Bairnsdale. For both 

options, concentrate will be transported by rail from the rail siding to the Port of Melbourne. 

In the event that the upgrading of the Avon River rail bridge is delayed, approximately half of 

the concentrate will be transported in bulk by road from the mine site to Port Anthony or the 

adjacent Barry Beach Marine Terminal, and the remaining concentrates will be transported 

in containers from the project area to the existing rail siding in Maryvale. Containerised 

concentrate will be transported by rail from the Maryvale rail siding to the Port of Melbourne. 

No more than 40 trucks containing concentrate, either for bulk or container shipments, are 

expected to leave the project area every 24 hours. 

Map 2 shows the proposed transport routes. 

2.1.4 Tailings 

Overburden and tailings (non-economic sand, silts and clay) from mining and primary 

processing will be returned progressively to the mine void as the working face advances. 

Coarse sand tailings will initially be deposited in an area off the mine path (Perry Gully) for 

storage. After approximately four months, when the mine void has enough capacity, coarse 

sand tailings will be deposited into the mine void. 

Fines tailings (less than 38 µm) will initially (for approximately four and a half years) be 

deposited into a constructed temporary tailings storage facility (TSF) on the future mine path. 

As mined out areas of the void become available, the fines tailings will be placed in contained 

cells within the mine void. The fines tailings stored in the temporary TSF will be placed within 

the mine void prior to the mining of the ore under the facility. 

Mined cells will be progressively backfilled with tailings and covered with overburden 

(including manufactured subsoil) and topsoil. The land will then be returned to pre-mining 

land use and capability, native vegetation, or other agreed post-mining land use. 
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Map 2: Proposed HMC transport routes 
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2.1.5 Water and Power Supply 

Approximately 3 GL of water will be required on an annual basis for processing, dust 

suppression and rehabilitation. Water for the project will be sourced from surface water 

(winterfill from the Mitchell River) and groundwater from the Latrobe Group Aquifer (from a 

proposed borefield within the infrastructure options area).  

The power demand for the MUPs and WCP is estimated at 9,000 kilovolt-ampere (kVA) and 

will be supplied from the national 66 kV grid. During construction, power will be sourced 

from diesel generators, and during operations and closure from the 66 kV network. 

Infrastructure to support the project will be located in the infrastructure options areas, which 

includes an infrastructure corridor extending from the WCP south to a proposed new rail 

siding at Fernbank East, groundwater borefield, pump station options on the Mitchell River, 

water pipeline options, Bairnsdale rail siding options, road diversion corridor, roundabout 

assessment area, and road maintenance and upgrade areas, as shown in Figure 3. The 

infrastructure corridor will contain a private haulage road to the Fernbank East rail siding, a 

powerline corridor (containing 66 kV and 22 kV powerlines) and a pipeline carrying 

groundwater to the project area from the borefield. 

2.2 PROJECT AREA 

2.2.1 Project Area Location 

The project area includes the area containing the mining and stockpiles, processing plant, 

other buildings, infrastructure and site access.  

The project area is an irregularly shaped area approximately 9 km in an east-west direction 

and 2 km in a north-south direction. The project area is approximately 20 km west of 

Bairnsdale and is bisected by the Bairnsdale-Dargo Road. 

2.2.1 Visual Description of the Project Area  

The project area is predominantly used for dryland agriculture and to a lesser extent timber 

production. This includes the grazing of livestock (predominantly beef cattle and sheep for 

wool) and pine and blue gum timber plantations.  

The southern part of the project area is generally flat to gently undulating. The northern 

portion, which contains a number of creek lines is more steeply sloping (refer Map 4). 

The project area is illustrated in the following photographs (Plates 1 to 21).  

Map 5 depicts the location and direction of view of each photograph. 
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Map 3: Proposed infrastructure options area 
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Map 4: Project area topography 
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Map 5:  Photo Locations 
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2.2.2 Land Uses in the Project Area 

The project area and its environs are predominantly used for dryland agriculture and to a 

lesser extent timber production and rural living purposes. Dryland agricultural uses include 

grazing of livestock (beef cattle and sheep for wool). Timber plantations are located at the 

western end of the project area, with pine plantations west of Boundary 34 Track and blue 

gum plantations east of Boundary 34 Track. 

Within the project area a farm dwelling is located at 1500 Fernbank-Glenaladale Road, whilst 

there are two rural living dwellings at 255 and 265 Fernbank-Glenaladale Road, the latter of 

which has been used as a site office. All of these dwellings and adjacent land have been 

purchased or are under agreement to purchase by Kalbar. 

There are a number of dwellings outside but within 500 metres of the project area. 

Bairnsdale – Dargo Road is the main road through the project area. It is the primary arterial 

road linking Bairnsdale and the Dargo High Plains. It is in a Road Zone Category 1 under the 

East Gippsland Planning Scheme and is therefore controlled by Regional Roads Victoria 

(Department of Transport). The project area is traversed by minor roads and tracks of various 

standards of rural construction. Some local road reserves in the project area are unmade. 

It is proposed to mine unconstructed and constructed local roads within the project area.  In 

the case of unconstructed roads used for agriculture or native vegetation (which are 

generally held under licence) post-mining rehabilitation will return the roads to agricultural 

production or native vegetation as the road reserve owner may require. After mining is 

undertaken, constructed roads and their verges will be reconstructed as roads to their former 

pre-mining standard. 
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Plate 1: Northern end Fernbank-Glenaladale Rd looking west 

 

 

Plate 2: 1265 Fernbank-Glenaladale Road looking west 

 

 

Plate 3: 1255 Fernbank-Glenaladale Road looking west 
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Plate 4: 2465 Bairnsdale-Dargo Road. View from Fernbank-Glenaladale Road looking east 

 

 

Plate 5: 70-190 (house on left outside project area) Covells Lane looking west 

 

 

Plate 6: Southern end of 50 Careys Road looking east 

 

 

Plate 7: 2250 Bairnsdale-Dargo Road. View from southern end of Carey Road looking west 

 

 

Plate 8: 2185 Bairnsdale-Dargo Road looking south 
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Plate 9: 2250 Bairnsdale-Dargo Road looking north 

 

 

Plate 10: 2185 Bairnsdale-Dargo Road looking south 

 

 

Plate 11: 2460 Bairnsdale-Dargo Road looking north 

 

 

Plate 12: 2465 Bairnsdale-Dargo Road looking south 

 

 

Plate 13: 2465 Bairnsdale-Dargo Road from Fernbank-Glenaladale Road 
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Plate 14: North-westerly view over 1375 Fernbank-Glenaladale Road 

 

 

Plate 15: 2610 Bairnsdale-Dargo Road from Fernbank-Glenaladale Road 

 

 

Plate 16: 1500-1520 Fernbank-Glenaladale Road 

 

 

Plate 17: 2705 Bairnsdale-Dargo Road 

 

 

Plate 18: 1375 Bairnsdale-Dargo Road 
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Plate 19: Eastern end of Permit Track looking west 

 

 

Plate 20: Eastern end of Boundary No 34 Track looking west 

 

 

Plate 21: Boundary 34 Road (near Limpyers Rd) looking east 
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2.1 LAND USES OUTSIDE THE PROJECT AREA 

Within 5 km of the project area land uses include: 

 Farmland, including identified high quality agricultural land within the Mitchell River 

flood plain to the immediate north-east of the project area; 

 Conservation reserves to the west; 

 Mitchell River to the north-east; 

 The urban settlements of Walpa and Lindenow South to the east; 

 The Bairnsdale railway line to the south; 

 The Glenaladale cricket ground and adjacent public hall; 

 Other dwellings (refer Map 6). 

The closest major urban area to the project area is Bairnsdale, 20 km to the east. It is the 

major urban centre in East Gippsland and provides a range of housing, shopping, business, 

civic, cultural, entertainment and community facility functions.  The closest other town is 

Lindenow which is midway between the project area and Bairnsdale centred on the 

Bairnsdale – Dargo Road. 

The Mitchell River National Park is located 8-10 km north of the project area.  The project 

(including activities and works outside the project area) are well removed from the national 

park and in a land use sense will not impact on the beneficial uses of the national park. 
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Map 6: Dwellings and Other Sensitive Receptors 
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3 PLANNING SCHEME PROVISIONS 

3.1 PLANNING & ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987 

The Planning and Environment Act 1987 sets out the statutory framework for undertaking of 

land use planning by government agencies in Victoria. 

The act contains objectives for planning in Victoria. These are: 

a) to provide for the fair, orderly, economic and sustainable use, and development of land; 

b) to provide for the protection of natural and man-made resources and the maintenance 

of ecological processes and genetic diversity; 

c) to secure a pleasant, efficient and safe working, living and recreational environment for 

all Victorians and visitors to Victoria; 

d) to conserve and enhance those buildings, areas or other places which are of scientific, 

aesthetic, architectural or historical interest, or otherwise of special cultural value; 

e) to protect public utilities and other assets and enable the orderly provision and co-

ordination of public utilities and other facilities for the benefit of the community; 

f) to facilitate development in accordance with the objectives set out in paragraphs (a), (b), 

(c), (d) and (e); 

g) to balance the present and future interests of all Victorians. 

The principal mechanism for land use planning by government agencies in Victoria is through 

approved planning schemes. The procedures for preparation and amendment of planning 

schemes are set out in the Planning and Environment Act. Generally, planning schemes are 

prepared by local government for their municipal area. 

Since the mid-1990s the Victorian planning system has been standardised in terms of both 

the layout and content of planning schemes. Planning schemes are based on a standardised 

template referred to as the Victoria Planning Provisions. 

The Victoria Planning Provisions and all planning schemes contain a standard Planning Policy 

Framework (PPF), which sets out planning policies common to all Victorian planning schemes 

and regions. Particular provisions set out planning controls in relation to specific types of use 

and development such as earth and energy resources, native vegetation removal and access 

to arterial roads. These are standardised across the state, although there is limited scope for 

some local variation. General provisions set out legal, procedural, administrative and 

‘housekeeping’ arrangements for applying and interpreting the planning schemes. 

With the exception of Commonwealth land, use of all land is controlled by planning scheme 

zones. The parent provisions of zones are standardised, with scope for local variation to 

varying degrees depending on the particular zone. In addition, a suite of overlays may apply 

to any particular piece of land.  

Planning scheme overlays are primarily directed at controlling development depending on 

the particular conditions that apply to that land. For example, there are: 
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 Environmental management overlays that control such matters as tree removal and new 

buildings and works in environmentally or visually sensitive areas; 

 Land management overlays, which control development in areas with particular site 

constraints such as flood prone areas, contaminated land or land subject to erosion; and  

 Development control overlays, which seek particular built form outcomes. 

Local planning policies are provided through the Local Planning Policy Framework. Each 

planning scheme, usually covering a municipal area, will have its own unique Local Planning 

Policy Framework. The Local Planning Policy Framework comprises two parts. 

The first part is the Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS). The MSS sets out the planning vision, 

objectives and particular strategies to achieve those objectives for the particular (municipal) 

area. 

The second part contains Local Planning Policies. Local Planning Policies are essentially 

concise planning policies or guidelines, the need for which can be traced back to the 

Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS). The policies usually relate to a specific geographical 

area, such as a particular township’s overall form and limits, or for exercising discretion about 

a particular type of land use or development outcome. These include when particular types 

of subdivisions should be supported or not supported or the most or least appropriate 

locations for particular uses such as medical centres and intensive animal husbandry, 

vegetation protection and building guidelines. In recent years the practice has been to 

include local policies in the Municipal Strategic Statement. 

A fundamental principle underpinning all Victorian planning schemes is that the planning 

permit is the principal planning control mechanism. The discretion provided by the planning 

permit mechanism is exercised with reference to the planning vision, objectives, strategies 

and policies expressed in both the Planning Policy Frameworks. The zones and overlays are 

the implementation mechanisms that give effect to the policy outcomes sought by the policy 

frameworks. 

3.2 MINERAL RESOURCES (SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT) ACT 1990 

The Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990 sets out the statutory 

requirements and procedures for exploration and mining of minerals in Victoria. It is 

interlinked to the Planning and Environment Act in that it includes provisions relating to 

planning approvals for exploration and mining under planning schemes. 

Section 43(3) of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act states that any 

provision of a planning scheme that seeks to prohibit, require a planning permit or restrict 

by condition the carrying out of mineral exploration does not apply to the area to which an 

exploration licence or mining licence applies. An exploration licence overrides the provisions 

of a planning scheme with respect to mineral exploration. 

Section 42(6) of the act states that where a planning scheme prohibits mining and a mining 

licence applies to that area, a planning permit may be granted to the holder of the mining 

licence. 
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Section 42(7) states that if a planning scheme requires a permit for mining or a permit is 

required by virtue of Section 42(6) for an area covered by a mining licence, a permit is not 

required for that mining work if: 

a) an Environment Effects Statement (EES) under the Environment Effects Act 1978 has 

been prepared for the works proposed to be done under the licence; and 

b) an assessment of that EES by the Minister for Planning has been submitted to the 

Minister administering the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act. 

In summary, the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act provides that where a 

mining licence exists and an EES has been satisfactorily completed, mining is exempt from 

planning approvals required by a planning scheme under the Planning and Environment Act. 

This is to avoid a dual approval process given the types of issues dealt with under a planning 

approval are similar to those dealt with under the Mineral Resources (Sustainable 

Development) Act. 

The Scoping Requirements for the Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project include a 

recommendation that the EES include a draft work plan prepared in-line with the 

requirements under the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act. 

3.3 PLANNING SCHEME CONTROLS 

The exemptions from planning approval under the Mineral Resources (Sustainable 

Development) Act are mirrored in the East Gippsland Planning Scheme.  

Earth and Energy Resources Industry is defined as: 

“ Land used for the exploration, removal or processing of natural earth or 

energy resources. It includes any activity incidental to this purpose including 

the construction and use of temporary accommodation.” 

The planning scheme includes the land use terms Mineral Exploration and Mineral Extraction, 

which are respectively defined as: 

“ Land used for the exploration of minerals in accordance with the Mineral 

Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990.” 

“ Land used for the extraction of minerals in accordance with the Mineral 

Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990.” 

Clause 52.08: Earth and Energy Resources Industry is the principal planning scheme clause 

that deals with minerals exploration and mining. The purpose of the clause is: 

“ To encourage land to be used and developed for exploration and extraction 

of earth and energy resources in accordance with acceptable environmental 

standards. 

To ensure that mineral extraction, geothermal energy extraction, greenhouse 

gas sequestration and petroleum extraction are not prohibited land uses. 
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To ensure that planning controls for the use and development of land for the 

exploration and extraction of earth and energy resources are consistent with 

other legislation governing these land uses.” 

Therefore, minerals exploration and mining are encouraged provided they are undertaken to 

acceptable environmental standards. The planning controls are intended to be consistent 

with the requirements of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act. 

Generally a permit is required to use and develop land for earth and energy resources 

industry. A permit is not required for mineral exploration if it complies with Section 43(3) of 

the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act. A permit is not required for mineral 

extraction if it complies (in this case) with Section 42(7) of the Act. 

A planning scheme amendment is normally required where a proposed use or development 

is prohibited, that is, there is no discretion to the responsible authority1 to issue a permit. As 

mineral exploration and extraction are not prohibited by virtue of the Mineral Resources 

(Sustainable Development) Act there is no need to seek a planning scheme amendment to 

facilitate the project within the mining licence area. 

Therefore, planning approval in the form of a planning permit or a planning scheme 

amendment is not required to facilitate the project within the mining licence area. 

Nevertheless, the planning controls that would otherwise apply have been considered as part 

of this report as they may identify a specific issue that should be considered as part of the 

EES process. 

3.3.1 Zones 

3.3.1.1 Farming Zone 

Other than Bairnsdale – Dargo Road all land within the project area is in a Farming Zone under 

the East Gippsland Planning Scheme (refer Map 7). 

The purposes of the Farming Zone are: 

“ To implement the State Planning Policy Framework and the Local Planning 

Policy Framework, including the Municipal Strategic Statement and local 

planning policies. 

To provide for the use of land for agriculture. 

To encourage the retention of productive agricultural land. 

To ensure that non-agricultural uses, including dwellings, do not adversely 

affect the use of land for agriculture. 

To encourage the retention of employment and population to support rural 

communities. 
  

                                                 
1 A ‘responsible authority’ is the public agency, usually the municipal Council or the Minister for Planning, responsible for 
administering the particular planning scheme, including the granting and issuing of planning permits. 
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Map 7: East Gippsland Planning Scheme Zones 

 

To encourage use and development of land based on comprehensive and 

sustainable land management practices and infrastructure provision.” 

The Farming Zone is primarily intended to accommodate agricultural production. Dwellings 

are generally discouraged in the zone unless they are related to or supportive of the farm 

production role. The minimum lot size for subdivision is 40 ha. 

Roads in the Road Zone Category 1 are managed by Department of Transport. Department 

of Transport roads are generally included in the Road Zone Category 1 as declared roads 

under the Road Management Act 2004. Planning permission is required to create or alter 

access to a road in a Road Zone Category 1. Any such permit applications must be referred 

to VicRoads. 

3.3.2 Overlays 

Various planning scheme overlays apply to different parts of the project area. These are 

shown in Maps 8 - 11. 
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Map 8: Environmental Significance Overlay (ESO1-51) 

 

 

Map 9: Vegetation Protection Overlay (VPO1) 
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Map 10: Erosion Management Overlay (EMO) 

 

 

Map 11: Bushfire Management Overlay (WMO) 
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3.3.2.1 Environmental Significance Overlay (ESO1-51) 

A narrow strip running parallel to Limpyers Road is in an Environmental Significance Overlay 

(ESO1-51: East Gippsland Sites of Biological Significance; refer Map 8). 

The environmental objectives to be achieved are: 

“ To ensure that development occurs so as not to adversely impact upon the 

environmental values of the site or any other value that may be identified 

within the overlay area. 

To conserve and enhance the environmental sustainability and ecological 

integrity of these values.” 

Although a planning permit would normally be required for buildings and works and 

vegetation removal, it is not required under the Mineral Resources (Sustainable 

Development) Act within the mining licence area as an EES is being prepared. 

An early option to clear land for access to the WCP was discontinued. Chapter 4 of the EES 

documents this abandoned option (Coffey, 2020c) 

3.3.2.2 Vegetation Protection Overlay (VPO1) 

A Vegetation Protection Overlay (VPO1: Tambo-Bairnsdale Roadside Vegetation Protection 

Network) applies to parts of Bairnsdale - Dargo Road and Fernbank – Glenaladale Road north 

of Bairnsdale - Dargo Road (refer Map 9). 

The Statement of Nature and Significance of Vegetation to be Protected in the schedule to 

the overlay states: 

“ Significant areas of native vegetation are located along roadsides within 

Government road reserves. These areas are often important remnants of 

native vegetation that previously extended over adjacent private land now 

generally cleared for agriculture or rural style residential development. 

Remnant roadside vegetation provides important fauna habitat and wildlife 

corridors, often linking larger areas of remnant native vegetation. Remnant 

roadside vegetation also contributes significantly to landscape and aesthetic 

values in rural areas. 

Conservation and enhancement of these areas is important to and generally 

supported by the local community.” 

Although a planning permit would normally be required for vegetation removal, it is not 

required under the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act within the mining 

licence area as an EES is being prepared. 

Removal of all vegetation within the mine path will be required. The Detailed Conservation 

Report documents the value of the flora to be removed (EHP, 2020) 

3.3.2.3 Erosion Management Overlay 

An Erosion Management Overlay applies to most of the project area (refer Map 10).  
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Although a planning permit would normally be required for buildings and works and 

vegetation removal in areas covered by the overlay, it is not required under the Mineral 

Resources (Sustainable Development) Act within the mining licence area as an EES is being 

prepared. 

Erosion management is detailed in the Rehabilitation Report (Landloch, 2020) and the 

Closure Chapter of the EES (Coffey, 2020d). 

3.3.2.4 Bushfire Management Overlay 

Part of the eastern and western portions of the project area are covered by a Bushfire 

Management Overlay (refer Map 11).  

Although a planning permit would normally be required for buildings and works associated 

with residential uses and uses that attract a concentration of people and subdivision, it is not 

required under the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act for the mining licence 

area as an EES is being prepared. 

A bushfire risk assessment has been documented as an appendix to the Socioeconomic 

Impact Assessment (Coffey, 2020a). 

3.3.3 Particular Provisions 

A section of the East Gippsland Planning Scheme is termed Particular Provisions. These are 

controls usually associated with a specific use or activity that is not geographically defined by 

a planning scheme map, such as a zone or an overlay. These are described below. 

3.3.3.1 Earth and Energy Resources Industry 

The relevant provisions of Clause 52.08: Earth and Energy Resources Industry are set out in 

Section 3.3 of this report. 

3.3.3.2 Native Vegetation 

Clause 52.17: Native Vegetation sets out the general requirement for a permit to remove, 

destroy or lop native vegetation. This not only includes native vegetation removal from 

within the project area but also native vegetation removal outside the project area in East 

Gippsland Shire to facilitate the construction of water pipelines, powerlines and road 

upgrades. 

3.3.3.3 Land Adjacent to a Road Zone Category 1 

Clause 52.29: Land Adjacent to a Road Zone Category 1 requires a planning permit to create 

or alter access to a road in a Road Zone Category 1. As indicated, Bairnsdale – Dargo Road is 

designated as such. 
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3.3.4 Mining Works Outside the Mining Licence Area 

Kalbar has identified the following activities and works outside the mining licence area (refer 

Map 3) which may require planning approvals: 

 Creation of a new water pipeline in or adjacent to existing road reserves to an existing 

pumping station to the north of the project land (Option 1) with a possible easement 

in or adjacent to the road reserve to accommodate it; 

 Creation of a new water pipeline and a 30 metres wide easement over private land to 

a new pumping station constructed on private land by Kalbar (Option 2); 

 Water pipeline and associated bore pumps to the south of the project land; 

 Construction and use of a new road adjacent to Chettles Road, and new roads 

continuing south from Chettles Road over private land to the new railway siding and 

north from Chettles Road; 

 Creation of new 66kV and 22kV powerlines adjacent to Chettles Road and the new 

road extensions south and north of Chettles Road; 

 Creation of a new water pipeline adjacent to Chettles Road and the new road 

extensions south and north of Chettles Road; 

 Creation of easements to accommodate the above three matters; 

 Noise bunding including earthworks along sections of the new road extensions south 

and north of Chettles Road and the haulage route to the rail siding; 

 A rail siding (one of two options) adjacent to the Bairnsdale railway line; 

 Road diversions, road widenings and roadworks including intersection upgrades (local 

and Road Zone Category 1) and use of land for road; 

 Any temporary construction works offices; 

 Subdivision for the purposes of acquiring land for road and roadworks improvements 

and upgrades; 

 Vegetation removal associated with any of the above. 

The areas within which works are proposed are in the Farming Zone, Road Zone Category 1 

and in the case of one or both pumping stations the Public Conservation and Resource Zone. 

The appropriate planning scheme definitions are: 

 Water pipelines: minor utility installation, works; 

 Water pumping station: utility installation, works; 

 66kV powerline: minor utility installation, works; 

 Rail siding: railway station or unspecified (not railway), buildings and works; 

 Road diversions etc: road, roadworks; 

 Subdivision (for land acquisition associated with road improvements and upgrades); 

 Native vegetation removal: native vegetation removal; 
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 Mineral concentrating plant and infrastructure: earth and energy resources industry. 

In the Farming Zone, which covers most of the proposed works outside the project area: 

 Minor utility installation does not require a permit; 

 Utility installation requires a permit.  Works associated with a use requiring a permit also 

require a permit; 

 Railway station and unspecified uses require a permit as do their associated buildings 

and works; 

 Road (the use) does not require a permit; Roadworks do not require a permit; 

 Subdivision requires a permit or is prohibited if the lot size is less than 40 ha; 

 Earth and energy resources industry and mineral extraction generally requires a permit 

under the zone, and if outside the mining licence area requires a permit under Clause 

52.08. 

A potential location for one water pumping station is in the Public Conservation and Resource 

Zone and it will be owned and operated by East Gippsland Water. In this circumstance no 

permit is required. 

Alteration or creation of access to a Roade Zone Category 1 requires a permit; 

Subdivision requires a permit and is prohibited if the lot size is less than 40 ha; 

Native vegetation removal requires a permit. 

Some of the above works may require planning permits under planning scheme overlays.  

Examples include works in an Environmental Significance Overlay, vegetation removal in 

Environmental Significance, Vegetation Protection and Erosion Management Overlays, 

roadworks in the Erosion Management Overlay and works and possibly roadworks in the 

Land Subject to Inundation Overlay. 

It is intended that a two planning approval mechanisms be applied to cover all activities and 

works outside the mining licence area. 

It is proposed that that Clause 45.12: Specific Controls Overlay be applied to all such areas 

other than acquisitions for roadworks.  This involves: 

 The identification of the outline of the land where works are proposed on the Specific 

Controls Overlay Map and the title of the incorporated document in the schedule to 

Clause 45.12; 

 The identification of the title of the incorporated document in the schedule to Clause 

72.04 (which lists all incorporated documents particular to the East Gippsland Planning 

Scheme); 

 The incorporated document; 

 The incorporated document may require the preparation further plans to the satisfaction 

of the responsible authority showing more design detail such as specific works and their 

route and detailed location (at a planning rather than detailed building or structural 

engineering level of detail).  These plans include: 
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 Development Plan 

 Traffic Management Plan 

 Noise Management Plan 

 Environmental Management Plan 

 Construction Management Plan 

 Native Vegetation Management Plan and 

 Fire Management Plan. 

The Specific Control will exempt all land identified from any and all permit triggers for the 

Fingerboards Project but still maintain the current permit triggers as they apply to any other 

situation not associated with the project.  For example, the control will not change how land 

can be used and developed under the planning scheme for activities not associated with the 

project. 

A similar approach was used to accommodate facilities and infrastructure over land outside 

the Stockman Base Metals Project mining licence area (East Gippsland Planning Scheme 

Amendment C130). 

Map 12 (based on Map 3) depicts where the Specific Controls Overlay would apply. 

3.4 OTHER LEGISLATIVE TRIGGERS 

3.4.1 State Legislation 

Other legislation affecting land use include: 

 Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978; 

 Land Act 1958 

 Forest Act 1958 

 National Parks Act 1975 

 Gippsland Regional Forest Agreement 2000 

These legislative requirements generally apply to public land managed by the State of 

Victoria. With the exception of roads there is no public land in the project area. 

A full description of all legislative and regulatory requirements is identified in Chapter 5 of 

the EES. 
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Map 12: Location of Proposed Specific Controls Overlay 
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3.4.2 Wellington Planning Scheme 

The project area and all activities and works outside the project area are entirely within the 

East Gippsland Shire.  The municipal boundary (and therefore the planning scheme boundary) 

of Wellington Shire is approximately 1 km from the project area. 
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4 PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

4.1 PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK 

The Planning Policy Framework sets out in various clauses the enunciation of State and 

regional planning policies common to all Victorian planning schemes or regions. State and 

regional planning policies relevant to the project include: 

 Clause 11.01-1S: Settlement which includes the strategy to ensure regions are planned 

in accordance with any relevant regional growth plan and references the Gippsland 

Regional Growth Plan (2014). 

 Clause 11.01-1R: Settlement - Gippsland which also references the Gippsland Regional 

Growth Plan. 

 Clause 12.01-1S: Protection of Biodiversity. The objective seeks to assist the protection 

and conservation of Victoria’s biodiversity. 

 Clause 12.01-2S: Native Vegetation Management. The objective seeks to ensure that 

there is no net loss to biodiversity as a result of the removal, destruction or lopping of 

native vegetation. 

 Clause 13.02-1S: Bushfire Planning. The objective seeks to strengthen the resilience of 

settlements and communities to bushfire through risk-based planning that prioritises the 

protection of human life. 

 Clause 13.05-1S: Noise Abatement. The objective is to assist the control of noise effects 

on sensitive land uses. The strategy aims to ensure that development is not prejudiced 

and community amenity is not reduced by noise emissions using a range of building 

design, urban design and land use separation techniques as appropriate to the land use 

functions and character of the area. Various policy documents are included, with the 

relevant policy for non-metropolitan areas being Interim Guidelines for Control of Noise 

from Industry in Country Victoria (EPA, 1989).2 

 Clause 13.06-1S: Air Quality Management. The objective is to assist the protection and 

improvement of air quality. The relevant strategy is to ensure, wherever possible, that 

there is suitable separation between land uses that reduce amenity and sensitive land 

uses. One of the policy documents is Recommended Buffer Distances for Industrial 

Residual Air Emissions (EPA, 1990). 

 Clause 14.01-1S: Protection of Agricultural Land. The objective is to protect the state’s 

agricultural base by preserving productive farmland. Relevant strategies include: 

“ Avoid permanent removal of productive agricultural land from the state's 

agricultural base without consideration of the economic importance of the 

land for the agricultural production and processing sectors." 

                                                 
2 These guidelines have subsequently been replaced by Noise from Industry in Regional Victoria (NIRV) guidelines 
(EPA, 2011), however the Victoria Planning Provisions have not yet been amended to reflect this change. 
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Protect productive farmland that is of strategic significance in the local or 

regional context. 

Protect productive agricultural land from unplanned loss due to 

permanent changes in land use. 

Prevent inappropriately dispersed urban activities in rural areas. 

Protect strategically important agricultural and primary production land 

from incompatible uses.” 

“ Balance the potential off-site effects of a use or development proposal 

(such as degradation of soil or water quality and land salinisation) against 

the benefits of the proposal.” 

 Clause 14.02-1S: Catchment Planning and Management. The objective is to 

assist the protection and restoration of catchments, water bodies, 

groundwater, and the marine environment. 

 Clause 14.02-2S: Water Quality. The objective is to protect water quality. 

One of the relevant strategies is to protect reservoirs, water mains and local 

storage facilities from potential contamination. 

 Clause 14.03-1S: Resource Exploration and Extraction. The objective seeks: 

“ To encourage exploration and extraction of natural resources in 

accordance with acceptable environmental standards.” 

Relevant strategies include: 

“ Provide for the long term protection of natural resources in Victoria. 

Protect the opportunity for exploration and extraction of natural 

resources where this is consistent with overall planning considerations 

and application of acceptable environmental practice. 

Recognise the possible need to provide infrastructure for the exploration 

and extraction of natural resources. 

Ensure planning schemes do not impose conditions on the use or 

development of land that is inconsistent with the Mineral Resources 

(Sustainable Development) Act 1990, the Greenhouse Gas Sequestration 

Act 2008, the Geothermal Energy Resources Act 2005, or the Petroleum 

Act 1998. 

Develop and maintain buffers around mining and quarrying activities. 

Ensure planning permit applications clearly define buffer areas 

appropriate to the nature of the proposed extractive uses, which are to be 

owned or controlled by the proponent of an extractive industry. 

Determine buffer areas between extractive industries and sensitive land 

uses on the following considerations: 

 Appropriate limits on effects can be met at the sensitive locations 

using practical and available technology. 
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 Whether a change of land use in the vicinity of the extractive 

industry is proposed. 

 Use of land within the buffer areas is not limited by adverse effects 

created by the extractive activities. 

 Performance standards identified under the relevant legislation. 

 Types of activities within land zoned for public use.” 

4.2 LOCAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK 

The East Gippsland Planning Scheme contains a section known as the Local Planning Policy 

Framework. It is divided into two sections, the Municipal Strategic Statement and Local 

Planning Policies. 

4.2.1 Municipal Strategic Statement 

The MSS is the expression of the planning vision, objectives and strategies at the municipal 

level of consideration. 

Clause 21.02 of the East Gippsland Planning Scheme MSS identifies that the Shire is home to 

a range of industries including agriculture, horticulture, fishing, timber production, mining, 

exploration and tourism. 

Bairnsdale - Dargo Road is identified as a scenic road (Clause 21.04, Map 3). 

Clause 21.06 deals with Natural Resource Management. Clause 21.06-1 deals with Protection 

of Agricultural Land. The first objective seeks to ensure that rural land is used and developed 

in a way that will support efficient agricultural production. 

Map 4 of the MSS identifies areas of prime or high quality agricultural land. The project area 

does not include such areas. 

Map 5 of the MSS identifies special water supply catchments. The project area is not in such 

an area. 

Clause 21.06-4 deals with Resource Exploration and Extraction. The objective is: 

“ To encourage exploration for and development of mineral resources in 

appropriate areas.” 

The first strategy is: 

“ Identify areas of importance as resources for future extractive industries and 

ensure they are not sterilised by inappropriate development, including of 

adjoining land.” 

Clause 21.08 deals with Housing. Strategy 1.5 seeks to confine low density (rural residential) 

house lots (0.4 - 2 ha) only where located around fully serviced towns and townships, and on 

land suitable for septic tanks or other on-site wastewater treatment systems. 
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Clause 21.08-2 deals with Rural Living Development (lots 2 – 8 ha). Strategy 1.2 seeks to 

confine rural living development to areas having the capacity for provision for full urban 

services or identified future growth corridors, as an interim measure with designs to facilitate 

re-subdivision in future. Strategy 1.3 seeks to discourage subdivision for rural living in 

agricultural areas. 

Clause 21.09-2 deals with Industry.  The first objective is: 

“ To encourage the development of a range of industries, including service 

industries, in appropriate locations or adjacent to all major towns.” 

Its first strategy is: 

“ Encourage industry to locate in areas zoned for industrial use and identify 

new sites that are accessible, readily serviceable and adjacent to major 

towns.” 

The second objective for Industry is: 

“ To expand the number and range of employment opportunities in rural 

industries.” 

Its eighth and ninth strategies are: 

“ Encourage exploration for and development of mineral resources.” 

“ Identify areas of importance as resources for future extractive industries and 

ensure they are not sterilised by inappropriate development, including of 

adjoining land.” 

Clause 21.10 deals with Transport. Clause 21.10-1 refers to the management of the road 

system. The first objective is: 

“ To maintain the efficiency and traffic capacity of highways and major roads 

and to protect and enhance the visual quality of road corridors, especially 

between towns.” 

Strategy 1.3 seeks to facilitate the development of innovative forms of transport appropriate 

to the needs and environment of the region. 

Strategy 1.8 seeks to promote and encourage development of a freight hub near Bairnsdale. 

4.2.2 Local Planning Policies 

There are no local planning policies relevant to the project or the project area. 
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5 OTHER PLANNING STRATEGIES 

5.1 GIPPSLAND REGIONAL GROWTH PLAN 

The Gippsland Regional Growth Plan is referenced in the Planning Policy Framework of all 

Victorian planning schemes. The plan covers the municipal areas of Bass Coast, Baw Baw, 

East Gippsland, Latrobe, South Gippsland and Wellington. Its vision extends to the year 2041. 

The plan seeks to support a diversified economy, building on the region’s traditional 

strengths of energy, earth resources, agriculture, forestry, fisheries, commercial and 

industrial development, tourism and the service sector. 

One of the future directions identified for the regional economy is to strengthen the energy 

sector, subject to best practice environmental standards, and identify, protect, extract and 

process valued earth resources such as brown coal, oil and gas, and sand and rock. The plan 

identifies that the Gippsland region’s economy is predominantly driven by its abundant 

natural resources such as productive agricultural land and earth resources including coal, 

sand, gas and oil. Dairy, meat production, horticulture and forestry generate significant 

wealth and employment both through primary production and through associated 

processing and manufacturing. Energy, gas, water, mining, construction and defence are 

other key sectors that drive the Gippsland economy and create significant benefits for 

employment, exports and wealth creation. 

Under the heading Sand, Stone and Mineral Extraction, the plan identifies there is currently 

exploration activity for minerals sands such as rutile and zircon (page 32). 

Strategies for future economic land uses include: 

“ Support the development of mineral and other earth resources where 

proposals meet the requirements of relevant environmental and regulatory 

processes.” 

“ Identify, manage and facilitate access to natural resources where 

appropriate, including sand and stone, minerals, timber and renewable 

energy potential.” (page 34). 

5.2 GIPPSLAND REGIONAL PLAN 2015-2020 

The Gippsland Regional Plan covers the same municipalities as the Gippsland Regional 

Growth Plan. It sets out the region’s key economic drivers including production and 

processing in dairy, meat and horticulture and other key food processing sectors and timber 

production including plantation forests. 

Mining of rutile and zircon are identified as two of various economic opportunities under the 

heading of Sand, Stone and Mineral Extraction. 
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6 LAND USE AND PLANNING IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

6.1 POTENTIAL LAND USE AND PLANNING IMPACTS 

Potential land use planning impacts associated with the project are: 

 Permanent or temporary changes of land use; 

 Conflicts with adjacent land uses; 

 Inconsistencies with planning policies; and 

 Agglomeration impacts. 

Each is discussed in the following sections. 

6.2 LAND USE IMPACTS 

The location of the mine and associated infrastructure is primarily dictated by the fixed 

location of the mineral sands deposit itself. 

The uses within and surrounding the project area include dryland agriculture, forestry, farm 

dwellings and rural living dwellings. Potential impacts to agricultural and horticultural 

production in the project area are discussed in detail in the Agricultural Impact Assessment 

(Hamilton SierraCon 2020), Horticultural Impact Assessment (RMCG 2020) and Socio-

Economic Impact Assessment (Coffey 2020a) prepared for the EES. 

Public land within and immediately surrounding the project area is generally limited to roads 

and an area of State forest to the west of the project area. 

The primary risk associated with the project is the temporary change of land use from 

agriculture to mining, which is certain to occur if the project proceeds. Over the lifetime of 

the project, an average of 443 ha of land would be removed from agricultural production per 

year (Hamilton SierraCon 2020). This represents an average gross margin loss of $58,000 to 

$83,000 per annum, which equates to a lost value of agricultural production of approximately 

$87,000 to $125,000 per annum (Hamilton SierraCon 2020). 

However, this consequence is considered to be negligible in its land use impacts due to the: 

 small amount of land withdrawn from agricultural production at any one time; 

 temporary nature of the mining activity; and 

 commitment to post-mining rehabilitation in accordance with the obligations outlined in 

the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990. The Draft Rehabilitation and 

Closure Plan prepared for the project (Kalbar 2020) describes Kalbar’s post-mining 

rehabilitation commitments. 

The long-term impact is a net community benefit provided rehabilitation occurs and is 

successful. 
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The main risks to adjacent land uses relate to the temporary change in land use increasing 

the risk of amenity impacts, such as noise, dust and sedimentation. These potential impacts 

were assessed as part of separate studies prepared for the EES, including the Noise and 

Vibration Assessment (Marshall Day Acoustics 2020), Stage Two Air Quality and Greenhouse 

Gas Assessment for the Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project (Katestone 2020) and 

Groundwater and Surface Water Impact Assessment (Coffey 2020b).  

Increased noise levels from project construction and operation may impact surrounding land 

uses, such as rural living. Noise modelling undertaken for the EES indicated that the adoption 

of the Noise from Industry in Regional Victoria guidelines (EPA,2011), noise mitigation 

measures, such as restricting activities and noise bunding, will allow noise levels to achieve 

compliance at all relevant assessment locations around the site during operations. In 

accordance with EPA Publication 1254, reasonable noise reduction measures and 

recommendations for a noise management plan for the construction phase have been 

outlined. (Marshall Day Acoustics 2020). 

Dust generated from project activities may affect surrounding land uses, such as rural living 

and some types of horticultural production. Dust generation modelling undertaken for the 

EES demonstrated that implementation of appropriate mitigation on selected days would 

prevent exceedances in air quality criteria (Katestone 2020).  

The EPA publication, Recommended Separation Distances for Industrial Residual Air 

Emissions (March 2013) recommends a separation distance of 500 m between open cut 

mining and other sensitive uses. This is principally due to potential air emissions. The EES will 

define acceptable separation distances with respect to air emissions. 

Increased amounts of sedimentation, generated from project-related activities, may enter 

nearby waterways and affect surrounding ecosystems and land uses. Sedimentation ponds 

and surface water management infrastructure, such as sediment drains, will be constructed 

downstream of mining areas to reduce the potential for erosion and sediment releases into 

surrounding waterways (Coffey 2020b).    

Any topographical changes as a result of mining will aim to improve or maintain landscape 

stability with respect to erosion and geotechnical stability and not impact on adjoining land 

for agriculture. Potential issues relating to rehabilitation and actions to be undertaken during 

and following mining operations are outlined in the Draft Mine Rehabilitation and Closure 

Plan (Kalbar 2020).  

The Landscape Stability and Sediment Transport Regime Assessment undertaken as part of 

the EES (Water Technology 2020a) assessed potential erosion, sedimentation and landform 

stability effects of the project during construction, operations and decommissioning.  

Dwellings in or immediately adjacent to the project footprint will be assessed on a case by 

case basis to determine whether they are to be retained as dwellings, relocated to another 

location on the same property or off-site, temporarily vacated or removed based on 

environmental, health and safety criteria. If dwellings are vacated or removed, compensation 

(where applicable under the Mineral Resources [Sustainable Development] Act) 1990) will be 

provided to landowners. 
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One aspect of the project area’s location is that it is generally remote from urban settlements 

and individual dwellings in rural areas. Even by rural standards dwelling density is low within 

and around the project area. 

Access to the project area will initially be from the Fernbank-Glenaladale Road via a new local 

access way created solely for mine traffic.  After approximately 2 years, a section of the 

Bairnsdale–Dargo Road will be relocated to the south of the project and the access way will 

be extended to meet it. Existing local roads will not generally be used for mine traffic. If 

access roads within the project area cannot be used as a result of mine operations, 

alternative access arrangements will be provided where required to maintain property access. 

6.3 CONSISTENCY WITH PLANNING POLICY 

6.3.1 State and Regional Planning Policy 

Clause 11.01-1S: Settlement and Clause 11.01-1R: Settlement - Gippsland 

The Gippsland Regional Growth Plan identifies earth resources and in particular mineral 

sands mining as contributing to the economic development of the Gippsland region and 

adding to its economic diversity. 

Clause 12.01-1S: Protection of Diversity 

The project area predominantly comprises cleared pasture and timber plantations. Isolated 

areas containing scattered remnant vegetation exist. The impacts of the project on flora and 

fauna values and policies are assessed in detail in the flora and fauna impact assessment 

prepared for this EES (EHP 2020). 

Clause 12.01-2S: Native Vegetation Management 

The impact of the project on native vegetation is assessed in detail in the flora and fauna 

impact assessment prepared for this EES (EHP 2020). Native vegetation removed by the 

project will be offset so that no net loss is achieved, consistent with the policy outcome of 

achieving no net loss where native vegetation is required to be removed. 

Clause 13.05-1S: Noise Abatement and Clause 13.06-1S: Air Quality 

Potential noise and air quality impacts associated with the project are assessed in detail in 

separate specialist studies prepared for the EES. Initial noise modelling from proposed onsite 

project activities predicted non-compliances with relevant criteria for evening and night 

periods at various sensitive receptors. However, standard and non-standard mitigation 

measures, such as noise bunding, equipment shielding and scheduling of activities, will be 

implemented to achieve compliance with recommended levels (Marshall Day Acoustics 

2020).  
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Air quality modelling indicates that concentrations of PM2.5, respirable crystalline silica, 

heavy metals and dust deposition rates will comply with criteria at all sensitive receptors. 

Additional mitigation, such as restricting certain activities on particular days, will be 

implemented to ensure concentrations of PM10 comply with relevant criteria (Katestone 

2020).  

Should further measures be required, options will be investigated in consultation with 

landholders.  

Clause 14.01-1S: Protection of Agricultural Land 

The project area footprint is approximately 1,675 ha. At full operation it is expected that, at 

any given time, the area disturbed within the project area will be up to 360 ha and 

incorporate the active mining area, tailings disposal areas, and infrastructure. An additional 

area will be out of production for up to a further two years while crops develop to full 

production. The total area out of agricultural production at any time will average 443 ha with 

a maximum of 569 ha. 

The project life is expected to be 20 years including approximately two years for construction 

and commissioning. 

It is expected that any one area of land that is mined will be out of agricultural production 

for a period of 3 - 5 years. That is, at full mine production at any one time up to 569 ha of 

land will be withdrawn from agricultural production for up to 5 years (due to mining 

activities). This includes the approximate area occupied by project infrastructure such as the 

initial fine tailings storage facility, processing infrastructure, maintenance infrastructure, 

water storage dams, topsoil storage and site based services arterials which will remain in 

place for up to 20 years. 

Land used for accommodating mining infrastructure during the nominal design life of the 

project will be rehabilitated after the infrastructure is decommissioned and returned to 

agricultural production or preferred land use as described in the rehabilitation chapter of the 

EES and the Draft Mine Rehabilitation and Closure Plan (Kalbar 2020). 

The total net economic benefit of the project is estimated to be $392.4 million in net present 

value terms and includes the direct provision of approximately 200 full-time jobs during 

operations (BAEconomics 2020). The NPV estimation includes the estimated indirect loss of 

income due to the temporary displacement of agricultural land.    

Therefore, the amount of agricultural land temporarily removed from agricultural production 

for the purpose of mineral production is relatively minor in a local, regional and national 

context. 

Clause 14.02-1S: Catchment Planning and Management and Clause 14.02-2S: Water Quality 

Potential impacts on surface water and groundwater are assessed in detail in the impact 

assessment prepared for the EES, see Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project Groundwater and 

Surface Water Impact Assessment (Coffey 2020b).  
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The long-term analysis for Mitchell River impacts highlighted that environmental water 

quality objectives were not exceeded at any mining stage, therefore all beneficial uses are 

protected in the adjacent and downstream receiving waters. Shorter term analysis (event 

based) demonstrated that intermittent site spillway flows are quickly diluted due to high 

background flows in the Mitchell River. (Water Technology, 2020b). 

Due to the water management systems on the project site, there is expected to be no 

increase in sediment and nutrient loads to the Perry River for all mining scenarios. The 

modelling indicates that at present (pre-mining), water quality objectives for total 

phosphorus and aluminium are not met, and under the mining scenarios there is predicted 

to be no worsening of this current situation (Water Technology, 2020b). 

The potential of impact on quality of groundwater through mining has been assessed and the 

highest residual risk rated as low. Factors that reduce impact risk include the tailings leachate 

water does not exceed drinking water health criteria and the very low permeability of the 

underlying formation. Mitigation measures, such as lining water storages, will be 

implemented to reduce the risks to these values and protect beneficial uses of waterways 

surrounding the project area. (Coffey 2020b) 

Clause 14.03-1S: Resource Exploration and Extraction 

The impact assessment process (i.e., preparation of an EES) being followed for the project is 

consistent with relevant legislation. The objective seeks to encourage exploration and 

extraction of natural resources provided it is in accordance with acceptable environmental 

standards. Planning policy encourages mineral sands extraction because of the positive 

economic and wealth creation benefits derived from their extraction. 

6.3.2 Local Planning Policy 

6.3.2.1 Municipal Strategic Statement 

One of the themes for rural areas in the East Gippsland Planning Scheme MSS is the role 

played by agriculture in underpinning the rural economy. The economic benefits of mining 

the Glenaladale deposit will be greater than the economic loss of temporary withdrawal of 

the land from dryland agriculture. 

The MSS supports the economic benefits which are expected to arise from the mining of 

mineral resources. 

6.4 AGGLOMERATION IMPACTS 

There is the potential for other industrial or commercial development to be attracted to the 

immediately surrounding area as a result of the project. The sorts of businesses and 

industries attracted might include, for example, mechanical repairers and take-away food 

shops. Such developments would be assessed under the current East Gippsland Planning 

Scheme. 
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Existing State and local planning policy (urban consolidation policy) favours a township 

location for new industry and commercial activities unless it is agricultural-based industry. If 

it is agricultural-based industry the principal co-locating factor is the presence of an 

agricultural activity with the industry. Agriculture, apart from the progressive rehabilitation 

of land temporarily removed from agricultural production, is not proposed as part of the 

project. 

Other than ‘rural industry’, the uses ‘industry’ and ‘warehouse’ generally require a permit in 

the Farming Zone. The definition of ‘rural industry’ refers to the handling of agricultural 

produce or plant and equipment used in agriculture. Generally all forms of shop, including 

take away food premises are prohibited in the Farming Zone. A general industry, warehouse 

or shop would therefore require a planning permit or a planning scheme amendment in order 

to establish. It is a requirement of any planning permit application or scheme amendment 

that they be strategically assessed against existing State and local planning policies. These 

policies generally favour a township location for establishment of new industry and retail 

activities. In any event, such a planning permit application or planning scheme amendment 

would need to go through its own process of strategic planning policy justification. 

There is no indication based on the current policy matrix and supporting strategic planning 

documents that this situation is likely to alter in the foreseeable future. East Gippsland Shire’s 

planning officers have indicated there is no current programme to review any of the existing 

policy settings. 

6.5 MITIGATION AND MANAGEMENT 

The principal land use and planning policy impact is the temporary withdrawal of parts of the 

project area (up to 569 ha at any one time) from agricultural production. No permanent 

withdrawal of agricultural production is proposed or at least the overall acreage of 

agricultural land currently within the project area will be generally maintained after post-

mining rehabilitation. As indicated, the project will displace on average 443 ha of agricultural 

land, generating an average gross margin loss of $58,000 to$83,000 per annum. However, 

the net benefit of the project is estimated to be $392.4 million in net present value terms. 

The economic benefit of using the land for mining is considered to outweigh the economic 

loss resulting from its withdrawal from agricultural production. 

There is a statutory obligation that land will be rehabilitated and made suitable for 

agricultural production or other beneficial uses as soon as practicable after it is mined and 

landowners will be consulted about the details of rehabilitation. This is proposed as part of 

the project and it is unnecessary to make any further recommendations in this regard. 

Where roads that provide access within the project area are to be closed, alternative routing 

options will be provided. Traffic and transport mitigation measures are described in detail in 

the separate specialist study prepared for the EES (Arup 2020). 
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Sensitive land uses, such as housing, which may be affected by noise and air emissions, will 

be identified as part of the EES process. Each will be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

Mitigation and management measures will be in place to address these impacts within 

acceptable limits and are outlined in other impact assessments prepared for this EES 

including the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment (Coffey 2020a). 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions on the land use, strategic and statutory planning components of the 

Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project are: 

1. There is a procedure set out in Victorian planning and mining legislation that exempts 

mining within the proposed mining licence area from the need for planning approvals 

under planning schemes in lieu of other approval processes set out under the mining 

legislation. 

2. Planning approvals will include a Specific Controls Overlay for activities associated with 

the project outside the mining licence area. 

3. State and local planning policies encourage the extraction of mineral resources. Both 

policies seek to ensure it is undertaken sensitively, responsibly and in accordance with 

acceptable environmental standards. 

4. The project area is remote from urban settlements with few individual houses within and 

in the environs of the project area. 

5. The project is not likely to lead to inappropriate land use conflicts provided that 

appropriate avoidance or mitigation of potential impacts is implemented. 

6. The project is unlikely to attract other new industries or commercial uses to the 

immediate environs of the project area as outlined in Section 6.4 of this report. 

7.  With one minor exception, the project is consistent with State and local planning policy. 

The exception relates to protection of agricultural land. There will be a temporary loss of 

agricultural production averaging 443 ha for the project life of 20 years, but little or no 

risk of permanent loss. The total acreage of agricultural land will generally be maintained 

post mining other than areas set up as native conservation areas. The economic benefit 

derived from the proposed mineral sands project will offset the temporary loss of 

productive land withdrawn from agricultural production. 
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